ABM PLAYBOOK

THE ABM PLATFORM:
BEST PRACTICES FOR AUDIENCE &
PROFILE MANAGEMENT

If you’re anything like us, you have a laundry list of segments you want to track which have a
tendency to change over time. And if you’ve spent time trying to manage these segments in
systems over an extended period of time, you’re probably familiar with balancing the need to
keep those segments refreshed for current usage while tracking their historic states.
Segments and Audiences - respectively defined as a group of accounts with a business
purpose and the manifestation of that segment on the ABM Platform - which refresh their
members dynamically are great for quick execution. But as these segments refresh their
Audience counterparts over time, you can lose visibility into their previous state if you’re not
prepared for these changes.
Having deep knowledge of how Dynamic Audiences work and when to use them in the ABM
Platform is key to pointing your Audience management strategy in the right direction. This
ABM Playbook covers what you need to know to set your strategy and jump into action.

WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW BEFORE WE GET STARTED
Prior to diving deep into the execution, let’s define the elements
you’ll want to consider when developing your strategy for Profile
& Audience management best practices. Then we’ll apply these
elements to a real-world use case at Demandbase.
Here are the definitions you need to know:
Custom Attributes – First party data points appended to accounts
on the ABM Platform in order to facilitate filtering and reporting
capabilities in other systems. (Examples may include: CRM IDs,
Customer Status, Target Account Status, Product Adoption, Account
Owner, or anything your company tracks about their customer and
prospect accounts).

Dynamic Audience – An Audience created in the ABM Platform which
refreshes on a regular cadence based on the criteria used to create
it. For example, you might want to track an Audience of accounts with
open opportunities, or accounts that are showing intent signals for
particular keywords, both of which change frequently. Examples include:
CRM Report: Accounts in Pipeline

Image of Example Custom Attributes

Rules-Based Audience: Intent-Trending Accounts
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Static Audience – An Audience created in the ABM Platform via CSV
Upload, Account Selection, Audience Filtering, or Firmographics is
static and does not refresh without human adjustments. Consider these
“snapshots” of the Audience data in time. Note the ‘Source’ of the
Audiences pictured below; one is CSV (Static), the other CRM (Dynamic)

The inputs in your profile should reflect a specific marketing initiative
and include inputs of your best customers, your buying team titles,
your user roles and your buying team’s interests. For more information
on creating a Profile, please visit the Demandbase Knowledge Base.
Now that you have a better understanding of the elements included
in Audience management best practices, let’s dive into the nuances
of how these options can be used and then into how we’re using
Audiences at Demandbase.

Considerations for Audience Management
Let’s start by reviewing some of the considerations you should make
when selecting your Custom Attributes. The data points you select
can affect the choices you make for Audience management. As a
rule of thumb, you should include any data relevant to your business
operations that you would want to access on the ABM Platform for
segmentation or reporting. Examples include:

Image of Both Static and Dynamic Audiences
Parent & Child Audiences – This is not a specific product feature,
rather a terminology to describe the relationship between different
Audiences. A child Audience is always a subset of the parent Audience.
Account Watch – Attributes used for connecting the data to website and
display ad personalization, website analytics, Audience filtering as well
as as other integrated technologies requiring access to the same Custom
Attributes.. It’s important to note that at this time customers do not have
the ability to manage these. Please contact your Customer Success
manager for assistance with Watch Lists.
Profile – Your Demandbase Profile is the lens through which
Demandbase AI processes massive amounts of data and is the
foundation of scoring and intent data surfaced on the ABM Platform.

•
•
•
•

Data Used to Build Lists
Product Purchases/History
Adoption/Implementation Status
Funnel Stage: Prospect, Engaged in Sales Cycle, Customer,
Churned

• Relationship info: Account Owner, Assigned SDR, Assigned
Solution Consultant, etc.

•
•
•
•
•
•

# of open opportunities
Product Interest
Age on List
Date Added to List
Date Manually Removed from List
CRM Mapping data (Account IDs)

Deciding on the right Custom Attributes is an important step in
planning your Audience management strategy since the types of
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Audiences you may want to create, track and measure can depend
on these data points. That said, if you miss one, don’t worry. You can
always add a data point to a Dynamic Audience to get it included
in the Custom Attribute set - you just won’t be able to retroactively
create Static Audiences from the new data point. However, it will be
available going forward for use with Audiences like:
Funnel Stages
Customer Status
Churn Status
Target Account
Target Account Tier
Intent Tier
Field Marketing Regions
Campaign Specific (Direct Mail vs. No Direct Mail)
Account Segment Tests
Self-Serve Ad Audiences (future state)
Dynamic Watchlist Updates (future state)
These are just a few examples of how Custom Attributes can be used
to define Audiences on the ABM Platform using first party data. At
Demandbase we look at Audiences in a few different ways:

Dynamic Audiences:
Custom Attribute Refreshing
For Custom Attribute refreshing we use a Dynamic Audience to
regularly map first-party CRM account data to the companies on the
ABM Platform. This way, regardless of which accounts get surfaced by
our AI, we have our first party data included alongside Demandbase’s
firmographic and Real-Time Intent data. For example, if a new account
begins to trend with specific intent and gets added to our target
account list, we know if there have been any previous sales cycles or
if they are a churned customer or if they are using one product but
not another. This allows the Demandbase user to filter accounts on
the ABM Platform the same way they would in another system, like
CRM. It also allows us to export the account data and use the CRM
Account ID to map anything back to CRM should we need to do so.
An added benefit of using a singular Audience to push Custom
Attributes to accounts on the ABM Platform is that you can guarantee
the data stays fresh and accurate. This means that if a marketer or
sales person decides to manually create an Audience on the ABM
Platform and uploads bad Custom Attribute data, the dynamic refresh
will keep the first party data up to date by overriding the bad data
uploaded by individual.

Dynamic Audiences for:
• Custom Attribute Refreshing

• Sales Account Lists / Territory Visibility

Static Audiences for:
• Target Market from Account Selection

•
•
•
•

Target Account List for a Specific Time Period
Target Account List Tiers for a Specific Time Period
Sales Accounts Lists for a Specific Time Period
Comparing Audience Performance with ABM Analytics

Let’s take a closer look at some of these examples.

Shows a Dynamic Audience syncing all relevant CRM accounts to
refresh Custom Attributes
The Account Watch feature for utilizing Custom Attributes to power
personalization is also an important element to become familiar with
when considering how to use your Custom Attributes. Previously only
manageable through a support or Customer Success engagement,
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Demandbase ABM Platform administrators now have the ability to
self-manage their Account Watch.
By navigating to the cogwheel in the upper right corner, selecting
settings and locating the Data Customizations section, ABM Platform
admins can now choose which Custom Attributes are included in API
calls for website and advertising personalization, website analytics
and filtering for Audiences.
By default, all Custom Attributes will be in-active to prevent inclusion
or duplication of un-intended values. To activate use of any Custom
Attribute, the administrator simply checks the field next to the Custom
Attribute to determine where it will be used:

rep to reflect these updates. Can you imagine trying to manage this for
50 reps every quarter? With Dynamic Audiences, this work becomes
automated and goes away (except for new hires/onboarding).
To automate this, we create a CRM report of all accounts owned by
a rep and create a Dynamic Audience for them on the ABM Platform
- which only takes a few minutes per rep. The CRM reports only have
enough data (Account/Company Name, CRM Account ID, Website
URL, Billing Country) to match the company on the ABM Platform to
the account record in CRM. Since this Audience is dynamic, it will
update whenever the CRM account ownership has changed and
an Audience refresh has occurred. The Sales rep now has a parent
Audience of all the accounts they own in CRM which they can then
filter to their choosing - say to create snapshots of target accounts

Image shows examples of Custom Attributes whose current states
are available for Audience filter, but not for website or advertising
personalization. Note that for website analytics and other system
integrations, some pre-configuration will be required to integrate the
systems. Once that’s complete, this feature will enable the activation of
data at the users’ discretion.

Dynamic Audiences: Sales Account Lists
In marketing, we often get requests to create target account lists for
the Sales team to dive into on the ABM Platform. Normally, they would
get data from the Conversion Solution, but sometimes they just want to
dive deeper into an account or a set of accounts. Historically when this
happens, Marketing has to go in and create new Audiences for each

Image shows Audience for a sales rep’s territory and multiple static
snapshots of accounts
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and non-target accounts for a given quarter or to separate out
greenfield accounts from upsell accounts.

Static Audiences: From Account Selection
Using the Account Selection Profile, we can create a Static Audience
of companies which match our ideal customer profile and have intent
for our business topics. This list is a great jumping off point to create
account segments to support initiatives like verticals, intent, regions,
etc. The Audience created will be the set of companies which fit the
Account Selection Profile at the time the Audience is created.

Image shows the relationship between an Audience generated from
Account Selection and child Audiences created from the Account
Selection Audience using the Filters from Custom Attributes.

Static Audiences: Target Account List for a
Specific Time Period
With a Dynamic Audience updating the Custom Attributes on a
regular cadence, it’s feasible that the accounts in an Audience this
quarter may not be the exact same set of accounts in the Audience
next quarter. A great example of that is around target accounts for
the quarter. When a prospect becomes a customer, they no longer
belong on the target account list of prospects. If you create a

Dynamic Audience of these accounts, you won’t be able to look back
at the accounts on that list at the time the Audience was created or
at any other given point in time. Therefore, we use Custom Attributes
to create child Static Audiences relative to the period of time that
defines the Audience (for example, Q418 Target Account List).

Image shows Static Audiences of account segments created to track
variations in the target account list for a specific period of time

Static Audiences: Sales Account Lists for a
Specific Time Period
Since the Custom Attributes are being refreshed by our Audience
specific for that purpose, the Sales Rep can now filter their parent
Dynamic Audience by the Custom Attributes to create various
segmented versions of all the accounts they own. In doing so, they
create a Static Audience (child) from that parent Audience to take a
snapshot - for example creating an Audience of target accounts for
the quarter or for tracking accounts on the target account list with
specific intent or even accounts to whom they’re currently selling.
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Static Audiences: Comparing Audience Performance
We use our ABM Analytics functionality to compare and test performance
for various marketing functions ranging from evaluation of our target
account list to the impact a specific marketing tactic is having on
funnel performance. However, if you’re using a Dynamic Audience,
that data can be skewed based on what accounts are in the Audience
at a given time. And while new features are being added to configure
evaluations of the Audiences by various time frames or lifetime Audience
membership, if the Audience membership is changing you may want to
use a Static Audience to ensure your testing and measuring data retains
the exact cohort data you’re seeking. By creating a Static Audience for
measurement, you can streamline the ability to track the performance of
your efforts without having to account for the variances in Audience
membership or timeframes.

Audience Segmentations for Proper Reporting
With ABM Analytics
Keeping to the vein of comparing Audiences, it’s very important that the
Audiences are mutually exclusive to ensure the comparisons are free
of bias. Typically in testing, this means you’ll need a control group. This
can be accomplished by starting with a parent Audience (Dynamic or
Static) and then creating two child Audiences - one for the test and one
as the control. Ideally, there should be no overlap between these two
child Audiences.
There are two ways we create these test Audiences:
1. Create a test & control Audience within the ABM Platform
2. Create test & control Audiences by pulling lists out to Excel to
create a blind control group and then re-importing those Audiences
for comparison. To use this option, see the detailed instructions in
our ABM Analytics Playbook.
To create a test comparison on the ABM Platform, follow the steps in the
appendix of this ABM Playbook.

ABM PLATFORM PROFILE
CONSIDERATIONS RELATED TO
AUDIENCE MANAGEMENT
Since the ABM Platform stands atop the company mapping and intent
surfacing features power by Demandbase’s AI, understanding how
intent is used in the Profiles can provide key considerations for your
approach to Audience management.
There are two main perspectives for consideration.

• What is the purpose or goal of the Profile and how does that
impact intent keyword decisions?

Shows how Static Audiences would look when used to take
snapshots of accounts for a control test

• What impact does combining CRM data (Custom Attributes) with
ABM Platform data have in regard to Audience management?
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How Profile Goals Impact Keyword Choices:
When you are considering how to use Profiles on the ABM Platform,
there are currently two main schools of thought:
1. Identifying your target accounts (the best accounts to sell to) and
rank which are currently in-market for a solution like yours.
2. Tracking the interest and intent of known accounts to identify
when they enter research cycles and to better engage them
by using intent to drive marketing decisions for messaging,
outreach and engagement.
Each of these scenarios has implications for Audience best practices
and here’s what you need to know in order to optimize your use.

Finding In-Market Target Accounts
In this use case, the marketer is looking to identify companies they
can sell to, now. Working through the Profile creation process, the
marketer must choose keywords which will be used to identify intent
which indicates interest in certain topics relevant to their business.
The type of keyword and how many keywords they choose can be
critical for the desired outcome of the Profile. Since that outcome is to
identify companies interested in buying their solution, choosing a set of
keywords which represent that interest - similar to how you would choose
keywords for search engine marketing - will deliver a better optimized set
of companies who match that goal. The key to this is knowing the best
keywords to identify that intent. For example, if you sell ‘ABM software’,
a keyword like ‘marketing software’ may not be as valuable as ‘ABM’ to
know the account is researching ABM solutions.

Tailoring Content to the Interest of Accounts
In this use case the marketer already knows their target accounts.
This might be more of 1:1 ABM or Strategic ABM, and so the goal is
to figure out the current interest for the companies and harness that

intelligence to better engage them. Since the marketer is farming
intelligence about their high value accounts, they want see as much
intent as possible to get the full picture of the current interests and
priorities of the companies they care about. Given this, the more intent
keywords the better because the marketer can tailor messaging and
programs for each company based upon their interests. For these
marketers “marketing software” may provide more value than the first
scenario since that interest could be used to deliver an asset to buyers
at the account which shows how ABM software is different from other
marketing softwares and why both are needed for successful B2B
marketing.

Implications for Combining CRM & ABM
Platform Data
Account data can seem relatively straightforward, right? An industry or
revenue range probably isn’t going to vary too much across systems.
But when it comes to matching accounts across systems - and
more importantly the right accounts - this is not as straightforward.
Things as simple as syntax can dramatically reduce match rates;
think Demandbase vs. Demandbase, Inc vs. Demandbase Inc. - they
all appear to basically be the same at a cursory glance, but when it
comes to matching they’re all unique.
That’s why the ABM Platform uses multiple dimensions to match
companies including the company name, domain and country. And it’s
in those last two where challenges matching accounts and managing
Custom Attributes can get a bit tricky. But if you know the tips below,
you’ll be just fine.
Recalling the section on Custom Attributes, you can augment your
first-party CRM data to the companies on the ABM Platform. However,
if you’re CRM data isn’t clean it can mess up your Custom Attributes
on the ABM Platform due to having the same domain in multiple
accounts. The ABM Platform will process all the accounts submitted,
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however the last CRM account with a duplicate domain to process
will be the one whose Custom Attributes show up for that company
on the ABM Platform. Consider a large enterprise with offices in the
US and the UK, but have the same domain in the CRM account. If
the UK CRM account is processed second, the Custom Attributes
from that account will show up for the company on the ABM Platform.
Therefore, if the US arm is a customer, but the UK arm isn’t, when you
attempt to filter Audiences by customers using Custom Attributes, this
company would not be included in that list - even though the US arm
is a customer. There’s an easy way around this, but it does require
understanding and applying all the principles we have addressed
thus far.

customer references, and the same buyer and user titles. Then you
would need to create CRM reports which break the CRM account
up by US and UK and sync those to their respective ABM Platform
Profiles. This approach ensures that in reviewing your US accounts,
you’ll see the company as a customer and in UK accounts you won’t.
With a better understanding about how to apply best practices for
Audience management, it’s important to show how this understanding
is applied in a real-life scenario. For that, we’ll focus on how
Demandbase processes our target account list on a quarterly basis to
prioritize high value prospect accounts for Sales, while allowing Sales
to provide input on the final list, thus gaining their buy-in and reducing
any potential friction from list quality objections.

HOW DEMANDBASE UTILIZES
PROFILE & AUDIENCE
MANAGEMENT BEST PRACTICES
TO STREAMLINE TARGET ACCOUNT
LIST PROCESSING
“The ABM Platform will process all the accounts
submitted, however the last CRM account with a
duplicate domain to process...will be the one whose
Custom Attributes show up...on the ABM Platform.”

In the near future, Custom Attributes will be unique by Profile which
will allow a user to create Audiences on the same ABM Platform
customer-account which can account for this kind of variance. This
means you would have a Profile for the US accounts in the ABM
Platform and a profile for the UK accounts on the ABM Platform.
The Profile data is exactly the same - the same keywords, the same

At Demandbase, we’ve used many different approaches to
developing our target account list over the years ranging from
manually reviewing data on our best customer in order to develop
an ideal customer profile to using predictive analytics to adopting
tools powered by AI to surface intent. We typically review and refresh
our target account list on a quarterly basis to make sure we create
enough space to identify, market and measure the results.
One major part of determining our target account list for a specific
period of time is getting buy-in from our sales team. In ABM, if
both the sales and marketing orgs are not aligned on how the list
is developed, there’s a greater chance that Sales may cite poor
performance being related to confidence in the target account list.
To keep the trust of Sales, we develop a target account list but then
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allow the sales teams to review their target accounts and make adjustments to ensure we have the highest quality list. Often this plays out for a given
rep like this. They get their set of accounts, review them and disqualify some for specific reasons. They can then self-select some accounts to add to
the list which they feel are good prospects as long as the accounts fit the target account list’s ideal customer profile.
Ultimately Sales’ input still needs to take place in our CRM system since it is the database of record and where Sales spends the majority of their
time. Therefore the question became, “How do we harness as much intent data as possible to build our list as quickly as possible while still
allowing Sales to retain the same input?”
In order to streamline the data processing across systems like the ABM Platform and CRM we had to develop a strategy around Audience
management best practices. Here’s how we applied the principles outlined so far to develop these best practices.

CRM Dynamic Audiences for Custom Attributes
We created an uber set of accounts in CRM which had their Custom Attributes mapped to the ABM Platform so that we could export that intent and
ranking data for importing back into CRM. This Audience also allows us to standardize our Custom Attributes for website personalization, display
advertising and Audience filtering.
The most critical data point in these Custom Attributes is the CRM Account ID. With this data point, we could map any ABM Platform data to the CRM
Account record so that our Sales teams can scrub the list on their terms using data from the ABM Platform - as oppose to the time consuming task of
toggling between CRM and ABM Platform on an account-by-account basis.

Static Audience: Account Selection
With our first-party data mapped to companies visible on the ABM Platform, we then created an Audience of the best accounts being surfaced by
Account Selection that match our ideal customer profile and have intent for our solutions. This helps us to identify any new accounts trending which
currently are not on our target account list since they won’t have CRM accounts IDs.

Data Processing
Using the Audience for Custom Attribute syncing, we export it from the ABM Platform and update all the accounts in CRM with the intent data. Using
the intent data pushed into CRM through this process, we carve out our target account list to the proper size based upon the size of our sales team
and average number of accounts they need to hit their quota.
In our CRM system, we tag the accounts as our target accounts and pass the list to Sales for scrubbing. They take a week to review their target
accounts, remove any they feel shouldn’t be on the list by checking a “Disqualified” field on the account in CRM and add their personal accounts to
the list by checking a field for “Target Account Rep Add.” Once their scrubbing is complete, we re-process the target account tags based upon their
work and lock it down for the quarter.
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CRM Dynamic Audiences – Target Accounts
We have a CRM report of target accounts which is dynamically
synced to the ABM Platform at all times. This report is built off of the
target account tag on the account record in CRM so that it will sync
over any accounts marked as a target account. After we’ve processed
the list with Sales, this Audience on ABM Platform now reflects our
current target account list.

Static Audience – Target Accounts
Since the Dynamic Audience for target accounts can change from
one cycle to the next, it’s important that we capture this specific
set of accounts for the given quarter. To do this, we simply create a
Static Audience (child) from the Dynamic Audience (parent), naming it
accordingly (for example, Q418 Target Account List); keeping in mind
that at this stage they are the same set of accounts. Now we have a
specific Audience for target accounts for this quarter which can then be
filtered for any purpose such as Intent, Custom Attributes, regions, etc.

which have the best odds of becoming long-term, high-value
customers, while streamlining the process and effort it takes to get
the list operationalized to the field.

Implications for Combining CRM and ABM
Platform Data
The process defined above holds true for any given Profile on the ABM
Platform where there is a one-to-one account mapping relationship
between CRM and the ABM Platform. However, since we do business
across several continents which have divisions of the same company,
we need a way to map the ABM Platform data to the right CRM
accounts. Since Website Domain is one of the primary matching
data points on the ABM Platform, we actually create a separate
Demandbase customer-account to focus specifically on that region.

Static Audience Segmentation for Performance
Measurement with ABM Analytics
As we’ve iterated on this process over time, we’ve developed the
snapshots of our target account list by quarter in the form of Static
Audiences. We can use those snapshots to filter our current target
account list by:

• Which accounts dropped off the list
• Which accounts remained on the list
• Which accounts are new on the list
With these Static Audiences, we can now use ABM Analytics to
monitor how these various account sets are performing in the funnel
to continue to evaluate and optimize the intent criteria which delivers
the best possible set of companies for our target account list. With
those insights, we continue to refine our marketing to the companies

“...since we do business across several continents
which have divisions of the same company, we
need a way to map the ABM Platform data to the
right CRM accounts.”

We follow all the same exact steps referenced above expect that for
UK accounts we have to export the list from a separate ABM Platform
customer-account in order to retain the correct Custom Attributes
(CRM Account IDs) in order to map data back to the right CRM
account prior to Sales teams’ scrubbing of the target account list.
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The account reports in CRM we have set up for Custom Attributes and Target Accounts are
filtered by ownership (UK has UK reps, US has US Reps) so that the Dynamic Audiences for
each region are specific and never need to be adjusted on the ABM Platform. This means the
only redundant step in this workflow is in exporting the Audiences of Custom Attributes for
processing into CRM (pull two lists, combine and upload to CRM as one) and in creating Static
Audiences for snapshots in time (Target Account List for this Quarter) or in creating Dynamic
Audiences for Reps during onboarding.

NOW YOU HAVE THE KNOWLEDGE AND
TOOLSET TO MASTER AUDIENCES
We’re deep in the weeds already and there’s a lot of information to unpack here related
to best practices and how you can make the most of the ABM Platform in relation to your
Audience management strategy. Once you gain a full grasp of these nuances, which will
happen relatively quick after putting these ideas into practice, you’ll find that the cycles
become much shorter and your ability to iterate much faster.
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APPENDIX:
CREATING A TEST COMPARISON
AUDIENCE ON THE ABM PLATFORM
WITH ABM ANALYTICS

3. Now that you have a set of target accounts which are exhibiting
specific intent, save this set of accounts as a child Audience and
title it accordingly, ending with ‘TEST’.

To demonstrate creating a comparison test with a control group using
ABM Analytics, we will use an example of comparing how target
accounts with a specific type of intent are performing in the funnel
compared to the other target accounts which are not exhibiting that
specific intent.

5. In the Parent Audience, choose the Audiences option from the
filters on the left.

4. Return to the parent Audience to prepare your control Audience.

6. In this filtering option, choose the Exclude accounts from option
and the choose the TEST Audience you just created, click Apply
Filters.

1. Start with a parent Audience–all the target accounts.
2. In the parent Audience, choose the Intent filter option on the left
and check the boxes for the specific intent terms you’d like to
evaluate. Next click the Apply Filter button. (The example below
shows intent around ABM terms.)

7. Now you have a set of accounts which are the inverse of your
“TEST” Audience. Save this Audience with the same name as
your test audience, except use “CONTROL” at the end instead of
“TEST”. You can use other values instead of TEST and CONTROL
as long as they make sense to you. The main point is to be able
to easily identify the purpose of the Audience at a cursory glance.
Here’s a simple example:
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• Q418 MM DB4K ABM Intent Pardot ReEngagement TEST
• Q418 MM DB4K ABM Intent Pardot ReEngagement CONTROL

In this example, we’re evaluating two sets of accounts based upon
specific intent, but the same process can be applied to evaluate
accounts by any factor such as industry, company size, region,
salesperson, marketing campaign exposure, Custom Attributes or any
other data point you’re tracking on the ABM Platform.
Additionally, if you don’t have a control Audience pre-defined,
you can also use the Look Alike Control List option in the
Comparison Audience drop-down list to have Demandbase’s AI
automatically create a control group based upon accounts with
similar characteristics. This is good for comparing an initial Audience’s
performance when there is no historical list or pure control group with
which to compare your test Audience.

8. Navigate to ABM Analytics and choose the TEST Audience as
your Primary Audience, choose the CONTROL Audience as your
Comparison Audience and adjust dates based upon the timelines
for your evaluation.
9. Last, evaluate how your target accounts with specific intent are
performing in the funnel versus accounts without that specific intent.
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Demandbase is a leader in Account-Based Marketing (ABM). The company offers the only Artificial Intelligence-enabled, comprehensive ABM platform that spans Advertising, Marketing,
Sales and Analytics. Enterprise leaders and high-growth companies such as Accenture, Adobe, DocuSign, GE, Salesforce and others use Demandbase to drive their ABM strategy and
maximize their marketing performance. The company was named a Gartner Cool Vendor for Tech Go-To Market in 2016. For more information, please visit www.demandbase.com
or follow the company on Twitter @Demandbase.

